Enhanced hybridoma production by electrofusion in strongly hypo-osmolar solutions.
Electrofusion of mammalian cells in strongly hypo-osmolar media containing sorbitol, small amounts of divalent cations and albumin resulted in high yields of hybrids. The number of viable hybrids was higher than any value for chemically- or electrically-mediated fusion reported in the literature. Optimum clone numbers were obtained for fusion of osmotically-stable subclones of murine myeloma cells with DNP-Hy-stimulated lymphocytes provided that the osmolarity of the fusion medium was as low as 75 mosmol/l. Similar results were obtained for fusion of osmotically stable subclones of myeloma cells with the murine hybridoma cell line G8. Due to the dramatic increase in volume the field strength of the breakdown pulse (leading to fusion of the dielectrophoretically aligned cells) has to be reduced, as predicted by theory. The efficacy of hypo-osmolar electrofusion allowed the use of very few cells (about 10(5) lymphocytes or G8 cells per fusion chamber). This figure is considerably smaller than that reported in the literature for iso-osmolar electrofusion. It is significant that, in contrast to iso-osmolar conditions, the fusion yield in hypo-osmolar electrofusion was reproducible over long periods of time and less dependent of variations between cultures. At suspension densities of about 10(6) cells per fusion chamber (normally used in iso-osmolar electrofusion) hypo-osmolar electrofusion of homogeneous cell suspensions resulted in the formation of many giant cells when the appropriate field conditions were applied. Similar high or, at some field strengths, even higher numbers of clones at low cell suspension density were obtained when G8 and myeloma cells were first exposed during the washing procedure to strongly hypo-osmolar media, but then transferred to iso-osmolar solutions for electrofusion. Similar experiments with lymphocytes and myeloma cells failed because of destruction of many lymphocytes by the two osmotic shock steps in rapid succession. Volume distribution measurements of G8 and myeloma cells showed that after re-incubation of the osmotically pre-stressed cells the original volume distribution is largely, but not completely re-established. This and other results indicate that osmotic pressure gradients and associated tensions in the membrane do not play a primary role in the initiation of the electrofusion process. The experiments suggest that due to the osmotic (pre-) stress the membrane permeability is slightly and uniformly increased presumably due to the dissolution of membrane- and cell-skeleton proteins. Obviously, this facilitates electrofusion in hypo-osmolar or subsequently in iso-osmolar solutions.